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   ABSTRACT 
 The Evolution of MTV Networks from 1981 to Present Day 
  Ryan Samtani 
  Phillip W. Salas, Supervisor 
 
This thesis examines the evolution of both MTV and VH1 and the way in which 
programming has changed across both networks from 1981 to the present day. 
Specific emphasis goes into the evolution of the music industry and how this is 
reflected within programming trends over time. Examples of these trends playing 
out are seen with the gradual decline in music video airing, coupled with an increase 
in reality-based programming.  
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Introduction 
 From music video to reality television, MTV and VH-1 are networks that have 
transformed dramatically over the years. MTV launched on August 1st 1981 at 
12:01am. MTV creator John Lack narrates: “Ladies and Gentlemen, Rock and Roll”1 
as an astronaut lands on the moon. Following this, MTV broadcast its first music 
video “Video Killed the Radio Star”; the rest is history. This thesis examines the 
history of music on television, with specific emphasis on MTV and VH-1. It will 
examine the transformation these networks went through amidst the rapidly 
changing landscape of music. The transition from music video to long form reality 
programming is a result of a combination of factors. As the youth generation 
changed, so did technology. MTV was once the owner of a monopolized business 
model wherein audiences had no such alternative method of music video 
consumption.2 Napster, a peer-to-peer file sharing service on the Internet that was 
launched in 1999 was just the first of many alternative avenues audiences were 
beginning to utilize. Digital development of various platforms such as iTunes, Spotify 
and most notably YouTube allowed for individuals to control what they listened to 
and watched at any place and at any time. Once technology advanced and became 
an outlet for music videos, music video volume eventually scaled down and moved 
away from mainstream broadcasting. In addition to examining the evolution of the 
business model in great detail, considerable research will be utilized to examine 
contributing factors that lead to these changes, e.g. how the music industry evolved 
and to what extent the relationship between record labels and MTV/VH1 changed 
due to various external factors. This, along with programming, technology and 
                                                          
1 http://www.history.com/this-day-in-history/mtv-launches - MTV Launches  
2 http://www.timetoast.com/timelines/music-video-consumption - Music Video Timeline 
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shifting demographics will be analyzed from the perspective of industry 
professionals and detailed quantitative ratings analyses.  
 
1.2 Statement of the Problem 
 “The youth market is viewed as a difficult group to connect with and sell to, 
based on the fragmented media landscape and young people's keen ability to 
identify and reject marketing messages that lack credibility. Nonetheless, many 
brands market to youth by offering relevant products and services while 
communicating a brand message in an appropriate voice and tone. Successful brands 
marketing to youth have a foundation in or association with key interests and drivers 
among youth: music, sports, fashion, video gaming and technology, among others. 
12-17 year olds spend a third of their online time watching video. It appears that 
these younger Americans are definitely trending in the direction of streaming video 
online and it should be interesting to see how this phenomenon works itself out and 
how the growth of online video will affect the amount of television that consumers 
are watching in the future.”3 This thesis will examine the way in which MTV and 
VH-1 tackled the volatility of the market and aimed to gain a competitive edge within 
the marketplace, especially given the challenge they face with reaching youth 
audiences in the ever-changing market. Considerable research will examine audience 
behavior in relation to programming and the way in which sources of revenue are 
constantly changing. This thesis will also examine changes in the business model as 
well as the future of what MTV Networks may look like in relation to their past. A 
solution to challenges they face will be proposed after sound research is performed. 
                                                          
3 http://socialtimes.com/youth-watching-less-tv-more-online-video_b66637: “Nielsen: Today’s youth 
is watching less TV and more Online Video”- Megan O’Neill- June 15th 2011.  
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1.3 Background & Need 
 John Lack created MTV, which lead to the launch of VH-1 soon after. Both 
networks were launched and financed by parent company Viacom. MTV, which 
stood for “Music Television” was the first network to fully dedicate its content to 
music. MTV launched on August 1st 1981, catering to adolescents, teenagers and 
young adults. VH-1: “Video Hits One” launched on January 1st 1985. It originally 
targeted a slightly older demographic in comparison to MTV, showcasing a lighter, 
softer side of popular music. 
 In 2008, the last long-standing, successful music program Total Request Live 
was taken off the air by MTV. The cancellation was a watershed moment that 
marked the end of an era for MTV. Its significance made this study worthy. The 
transition between music and long-form reality programming became more 
apparent as time went on. There is a need to do a study on why and how the 
consumption of music and music programming has changed, not only because of the 
effect it may have on broadcasters, but also so research can identify where tastes of 
the targeted demographic are going in terms of changes in preferred methods of 
consumption to content such as reality TV making a mark on mainstream pop 
culture.  
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1.4 Expected Findings 
 The consumption of both programming and music has changed dramatically 
over time. A wide array of factors and setbacks are bound to spike volatile trends in 
ratings for both MTV and VH-1. As this is a case study, information provided is 
completely objective. Findings are expected to show a sharp decline in ratings that 
reflect the decline in popularity of music-oriented programming.  
 The research performed intends to gather valuable, quantitative results that 
provide a great deal of support to the literature review. It also intends to collect 
qualitative data, which gives the study various perspectives from industry 
professionals in managerial positions at MTV and VH-1. Their answers will also give 
this thesis direction and a clear projection on the future of these networks. Elements 
touched upon will include program planning, technology, music consumption and 
ever changing demand within the market.   
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1.5 Research Questions 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
H1. The changes in the MTV Network 
Business Model. 
Research Methods and Strategies  
RQ1. How has the audience changed since 
1981 with MTV/VH-1 
RQ2. How have new media technologies 
contributed to changes in trends and 
ratings? 
RQ3. How have alternate new 
distribution platforms cannibalized 
existing distribution of content?  
 
RM1. Analyze audience data going back to the 
start of the channel. Find out how decisions 
made by TV managers/changes in the TV 
industry have affected this data.  
RM2/3. Analyze the internet/external factors 
that influence this data: official network 
websites or ‘Facebook Pages’, ‘Blogs’, or 
‘YouTube’. Also analyze data on SNL Kagan 
regarding these technologies. Use Articles 
and graphs to gather findings.  
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H2. Transformations in Programming. Research Methods and Strategies 
RQ1. What drove the decision to migrate 
from music videos to long form 
programming? 
RQ2. What are the stages of program 
development for MTV/VH-1? 
RQ3. What methodologies are utilized in 
order to analyze the wants and needs of 
audiences 
 
RM1. Articles, Journals, and studies done on 
these networks. Interviews with program 
directors at these specific networks. 
RM2/3.Discuss how MTV/VH-1 has completely 
changed their programming model. Interviews 
with development directors at MTV networks 
will give direct insight. Analyze Ratings/trends 
at moments when MTV has made big moves in 
changing their programming/business 
practices. Create a timeline of 
programming/events/ratings for both MTV 
and VH-1 since their launches. This will help 
the reader see where the network made both 
gains and losses in relation to trends.  
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H3. Revenue generation, Competition and 
the future of the network. 
Research Methods and Strategies 
RQ1. To what extent has MTV/VH-1 
changed the way in which they generate 
revenue?  
RQ2. Who does MTV/VH-1 perceive to be 
their competitors? How do they react to 
competition?  
RQ3. How do MTV/VH-1 professionals 
pinpoint genres/changing tastes that are 
specifically aimed at this demographic? 
RQ4. What does the future hold for 
MTV/VH-1? What’s the next stage in the 
evolution?  
HM1. Ways in which the young demographic 
are appealed to i.e. advertising/product 
placement. Analyze both television and 
internet media and quantify this.  
HM2/3. Analyze who MTV/VH-1’s 
competitors are and how they had initially 
monopolized the youth market when they 
had launched, compare with present day 
using articles and charts. Get direct insight 
from Industry professionals at the network in 
participant observer interviews.  
HM4: Insight from professionals/trade press 
articles on where they see the networks 
heading.  
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 CHAPTER 2: REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
 
2.1 Literature Review 
 “The mass media, and most particularly television, are excellent illustrations of 
how society has changed. Television moved from a “status symbol” in the early 
1950’s to a commonplace “household appliance” in the 1990’ s. Whereas only a 
small segment of the population watched television in the 1950’ s, today, television 
is the most common source of information and entertainment for the world. For 
most people, television viewing dominates free time.” (Signorielli, N; 1999) The 
significance of television in today’s society is that it has proven to be an effective 
medium to examine the way in which the concept of the teen genre has changed 
and transformed from a time close to the beginnings of TV itself to the present day. 
Today, television showcases a wide array of shows exclusively catered to whet the 
appetite of the hungry youth audience. 
 
 Music has been showcased on television since the beginning of television itself. 
Orchestras and classical music were a popular choice for both producers and viewers 
in the early 1950’s. In 1951, ABC’s Chicago affiliate WENR-TV became the first station 
to regularly televise an orchestra, and NBC aired Meet the Masters, a classical music 
series, that spring.4 Music broadcast on television had also been dubbed in various 
talent and game shows during the 1950’s, with the most successful of these being 
Ted Mack’s Original Amateur Hour, So You Want to Lead a Band, Name That Tune 
and NBC’s Musical Chairs. 
 
                                                          
4 Music on Television- http://www.museum.tv/eotvsection.php?entrycode=musicontele  
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 Music Programming began to evolve with the emergence of the teen media 
market during the mid 1950’s. Music related television was some of the first content 
utilized to target this demographic. American Bandstand was one of the first 
programs of its kind, initially distributed in the local Philadelphia market by ABC 
affiliate WFIL-TV (now WPVI) in 1952; it was picked up by the ABC network and 
appeared nationally in the summer of 1957.5 It brought Rock’n’Roll music to millions 
of households across the nation and became a pop culture sensation. The show 
focused on current, popular hits as well as the latest fashions and trends. The show 
was loosely replicated in Australia and named Bandstand.6 Bandstand’s host and 
creator, Dick Clark, an American radio and television personality built an empire, and 
permanently changed the way music was viewed. Throughout his career, he was 
best known for being the host of American Bandstand as the popularity of the show 
increased dramatically. He hosted the show from 1957-1987. Previous music 
programs such as Jukebox Jury and Musical Chairs were short-lived and replicated 
radio shows in terms of format, with the airing of commercial endorsements and 
movie previews alongside music. American Bandstand’s debut was also the 
beginning of the importance of music hits with the introduction of Top 40 on the 
show, and aired for over 30 years. The show was responsible for launching countless 
artists to fame, which in turn gave them considerable exposure within teen pop 
culture. One example of this was with the notable singer, Dionne Warwick. She 
made her first national TV appearance on American Bandstand on January 1963 with 
her hit song “Don’t Make Me Over”. Soon after, she became a major international 
                                                          
5 http://www.fiftiesweb.com/bandstnd.htm - The Fifties Web- Your Retro 50s, 60s and 70s Source 
6 http://www.abc.net.au/gnt/history/Transcripts/s991302.htm - The Early Years ‘Bandstand’ 
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sensation, selling over a million hits.7 Results like this proved that radio wasn’t the 
only media outlet when it came to promoting artists and their hits.  
 
 Big names like Elvis Presley and The Beatles began to use television as a quick 
and effective way to gain large amounts of publicity. Most notable was when The 
Beatles made their debut in front of over 73 million Americans, on The Ed Sullivan 
Show, and went on to sell a staggering 1.5 million copies of their single “I Want to 
Hold your Hand” within three weeks. People soon called it “Beatlemania” and “The 
British Invasion”.8 A lot of their success in the US is owed to the power of 
broadcasting on a national level. Television was also ahead with the times politically; 
by 1968 it began to showcase more black performers on various programs.2 This 
came a long way after Elvis Presley was censored on The Ed Sullivan show in 1957, 
and was only shown from the waist up. At the time, Elvis was seen as racy and 
controversial, nicknamed “Elvis the Pelvis” for his signature hip-swiveling moves that 
shocked audiences of the time.9  
 
 It can be argued that the original concept of the music video began with Dick 
Clark. On the teen show “Where the Action is” on ABC, short concept musical films 
were showcased alongside records and dancing. The globalization of Music on 
Television was most apparent with the live telecast of Our World in 1967. This 
concert was broadcast in 34 countries in addition to the U.S. Exposure led to artists’ 
record sales skyrocketing on a global scale. Network television also began to see a 
shift towards mainstream pop music, away from ‘classical’ music.2. Another TV show 
                                                          
7 http://www.pophistorydig.com/?tag=american-bandstand-performers - Bandstand Performers 
8 http://www.edsullivan.com/the-beatles-american-debut-on-the-ed-sullivan-show-1964-2 - The 
Beatles American Debut on the Ed Sullivan Show 1964. 
9 http://www.neatorama.com/2011/07/14/elvis-from-the-waist-up/#!sFw8c - Elvis, From the Waist Up- 
Miss Cellania- July 14th 2011 
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that influenced the development of music videos was “The Monkees”. The sitcom 
followed the adventures of 4 young adults trying to make their mark as rock ‘n roll 
singers in Los Angeles. It’s particularly noteworthy for featuring at least one musical 
romp in each episode, which had nothing to do with the storyline. These scenes very 
much resemble the style in which music videos were later produced after the show 
ran.10 The program had an ability to appeal to young people, which only enriched 
music within teen culture during this time, leading to the build up of demand for 
music videos later on.  
 
 The development of MTV began in 1977. Media executive Robert Pittman 
created the original programming format of MTV, producing a 15-minute show 
called “Album Tracks” which aired on WNBC.11 Another program that began airing 
music videos before the inception of MTV was “Pop Clips”, which was inspired by 
“Radio With Pictures”, a program that originally aired on TVNZ network in New 
Zealand in 1976.12 Not only were these programs used as instruments to promote 
record labels, they also test-drove how audiences responded to programming similar 
to that which was planned for MTV once it launched in 1981.  
 
 MTV was launched on August 1st 1981 as a single channel. It was originally 
targeted to young adults in the 18-34 demographic. The network opened with 
Buggles-“Video Killed the Radio Star” along with various other music videos at the 
time. The original programming format of MTV was created by media executive 
Robert W. Pittman, who had test-driven the music format by producing a show 
                                                          
10 The Monkees Tale. Last Gasp- Lefcowitz, Eric (1985)  
11 http://www.museum.tv/eotv/eotv.htm - Bob Pittman 
12 http://www.scotsman.com/what-s-on/music/monkee-business-1-1121373 - Monkee Business| 
June 9th 2006 
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called “Album Tracks” on WNBC in the late 1970’s.13 Despite Pittman’s confidence, 
the network wasn’t an instant success and the idea of video-radio, was originally 
turned down by CBS in the early 1970’s. At the same time, MTV had offered record 
producers an avenue by which MTV could be used as a promotional tool in 
publicizing music to their key demographics. In 1983, Rolling Stone’s Steven Levy 
wrote, “MTV’s greatest achievement has been to coax rock & roll into the video 
arena where you can’t distinguish between entertainment and the sales pitch”.14 
MTV was argued to be the most influential single cultural product of the 1980’s.15  
 The timing by which MTV was created was impeccable. John Lack, executive 
vice-president at WASEC (Warner-Amex Satellite Entertainment), recognized the 
true potential of music video’s promotional capacity.16 At the time, there was no 
cost-effective vehicle for advertisers to reach the teenage and young adult market. 
Cable television at the time was especially lacking a good variation of content with 
the exception of movies. Additionally, Lack observed that the cable network could be 
used as a promotional tool for record labels; this would make programming free for 
MTV as the labels would produce content to be aired, not MTV.17 
                                                          
13 http://www.museum.tv/eotvsection.php?entrycode=pittmanrobe – The Museum of Broadcast 
Communications- Robert W. Pittman  
14  "MTV: Sex and Rebellion? Intermedia, May–June, 1992, Vol. 20 (3) 
15 "MTV's Short Takes Define a New Style; Rock Videos Transform The Language of Marketing Series: 
THE EIGHTIES: The Fragmenting of Culture Series Number: 4/5." The Washington Post 31 December 
1989. April 30 2007- Marjorie Williams 
16 http://keycorner.org/pub/text/music/case-study-evolution-mtv-and-muchmusic.html: Case Study: 
The Evolution of MTV and MuchMusic- P.J. Worsfold 
17 Williams, Marjorie. "MTV's Short Takes Define a New Style; Rock Videos Transform The Language of 
Marketing Series: THE EIGHTIES: The Fragmenting of Culture Series Number: 4/5." The Washington 
Post 31 December 1989. April 30 2007 www.washingtonpost.com. 
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 Despite confidence and a recipe for success that seemed flawless, MTV lost as 
much as $50 million in their first three years.18 MTV had also agreed to pay a 
licensing fee for its video content after caving into pressure by record labels that had 
seen MTV’s business model as being too lucrative for them; the arrangement was 
not fair to record labels financially. However, in 1984 the network had gained 
considerable success, achieving a profit of $11.9 million and becoming the world’s 
first profitable cable network with 25.4 million subscribers.19  
 In 1985, executives made the decision to introduce VH-1, which was known was 
“VH-1: Video Hits One” from 1985-1994. The original purpose of creating this 
channel was to build on success of MTV by playing music videos, but by targeting a 
slightly older demographic than MTV, whose target was adults 18-35. Music on this 
channel was both lighter and softer in comparison. Artists such as Olivia 
Newton-John, Kenny Rogers and Tina Turner were artists typically featured on 
VH-1.20 
 As early as the late 1980’s, many saw the MTV programming as “stale and 
predictable”.21 Trends were changing quickly and the need for new, innovative 
programming was apparent. MTV started introducing less musically oriented 
programming in 1987 by introducing programs like “Remote Control” in 1987 and 
“The Real World” in 1992, which were seen as pioneers within the genre of reality 
television. The show initially represented a unique portrait of real life, but had 
                                                          
18 Martin, Denise and Steven Zeitchik. "MTV Trips Over its Zeitgeist." Variety 31 July 2006: 403.10. 
"MTV Profit $4.5 Million." New York Times 6 February 1985. April 30 
2007http://query.nytimes.com/gst/fullpage.html?res=9400E0D81639F935A35751C0A963948260 
19 Breithaupt, Don. "Video Saved the Talentless Star: The 20th Anniversary of MTV and How it 
Changed Popular Culture." National Post. 28 July 2001: W1. 
20 Becker, Anne (2008-05-03). "VH1 Hits a New High Note". Broadcasting & Cable.  
21 McGrath, Tom. The Making of a Revolution: MTV. Philadelphia: Running Press Publishers, 1996. 
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devolved into “immature and irresponsible behavior” that generated great ratings.22 
Ever since then, MTV has continuously adopted ever changing programming 
strategies in an effort to keep ratings at a constant and steady high. Success in 
change eventually led to the downfall of the music video.  
 In March 2002, The Osbournes debuted on MTV. The program is seen as the 
beginning of a long line of reality TV hits released by MTV. The show delves into the 
domestic lives of heavy-metal performer Ozzy Osbourne and his family. The show 
was also seen as a pioneer of a new genre, Sitcom Reality. It was soon discovered 
that The Osbournes was a rising star in the charts. The program drew a staggering 
4.1 million viewers on March 26, 2002, and was more popular than any series on 
cable except professional wrestling.23 Despite the success, many argue that The 
Osbournes is a program better suited for VH-1, as “MTV’s target audience wasn’t 
born during Ozzy Osbourne’s heyday with Black Sabbath”.20 In Q1 2002, VH1 drew a 
mere 198,000 viewers on average while MTV drew 541,000.20 The risk to put the 
show on MTV instead of VH1 worked in Viacom’s favor.  
 “Laguna Beach: The Real Orange County” premiered in September 2004 on MTV. 
The show was another powerhouse that generated an average 3.1 million viewers in 
its second season.24 The program specifically targeted the 12-34 demographic and 
has been described as MTV’s version of Fox’s The O.C. The program pioneered 
scripted reality on the network and spun off The Hills and Newport Harbor: The Real 
Orange County.   
                                                          
22 http://socialtimes.com/mtv-vevo-online-music-video-history_b23698 - ‘A Brief History of MTV, 
Vevo, Youtube and the Online Music Video’- Neil Vidyarthi- September 23rd 2010  
23 http://onlineathens.com/stories/040902/ent_20020409006.shtml - ‘The Osbournes brings MTV its 
Highest Ratings’ – David Bauder | April 09, 2002 
24 http://www.nytimes.com/2005/08/30/arts/television/30lagu.html?pagewanted=all&_r=0 - ‘An MTV 
Coming of Age That Went Far on Charm’ – Margy Rochlin | August 30, 2005 
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 Despite criticism of dramatic changes MTV was undertaking during this time, 
programming such as 16 and Pregnant & Teen Mom made a lasting impact on 
audiences. In 2014, an economic study on teen childbearing found that the show 
was responsible for a 5.7% reduction in teen births in the 18 months following its 
debut.25 In addition, the second season premiere of 16 & Pregnant drew a 
staggering 3.4 million viewers, averaging a 5.3 rating among girls 12-17 and an 
impressive 8.0 with women 18-24.26 
 Another program that made a lasting impact on MTV and its audiences was 
“Jersey Shore”. The program premiered on December 3, 2009 and delivered the 
highest ratings in MTV history. The premiere of its third season drew 8.446 million 
viewers.27 Not only did it bring in record-breaking ratings, it introduced unique 
phrases like GTL (Gym, Tan, Laundry) or FTD (Fresh to Death) to American pop 
culture.28 The show was remade in several countries including the UK, Spain, Poland 
and Mexico. The show also inspired spin-offs “The Pauly-D Project” and “Snooki & 
JWoww.” The rising success of reality shows is evident through high ratings, public 
presence and social impact. The Jersey Shore Facebook page alone garnered over 19 
million page likes, over double the average audience per episode.29 In turn, music 
programming continued to decline in all these aspects on both MTV and VH-1.  
                                                          
25 http://www.nber.org/papers/w19795 - Media Influences on Social Outcomes: The Impact of MTV’s 
16 and Pregnant on Teen Childbearing – By: Melissa S. Kearney & Phillip B. Levine | Issued in January 
2014 
26 
http://www.thewrap.com/tv/column-post/its-hit-mtvs-16-and-pregnant-delivers-huge-ratings-14381 - 
It’s a Hit! MTV’s ’16 and Pregnant’ Delivers Huge Ratings- By: Josef Adalian | February 18, 2010  
27 http://mediadecoder.blogs.nytimes.com/2011/01/07/jersey-shore-sets-ratings-record-on-mtv/ - 
‘Jersey Shore’ Sets Ratings Record on MTV- By: Bill Carter | January 7, 2011 
28 
http://www.jerseyshorequotes.com/mtv/jersey-shore-expressions-abbreviations-acronyms-definitions
/ - Jersey Shore Quotes 
29 https://www.facebook.com/jerseyshoremtv?fref=ts - Jersey Shore Official Facebook Page 
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 Between the years 2000-2005, there wasn’t a single place to tune in and see a 
wide variety of music videos. Most music videos were available via DVD and torrent 
packages of “The Top 50 Music Videos of all Time”11, however accessibility was 
limited and it became virtually extinct until the YouTube boom in 2005. MTV’s 
rebranding strategies also provided proof of a change in their core programming 
strategy; in 2010, the network began to use a revised version of its traditional logo 
during most of its on-air programming. The revised logo bears resemblance to the 
old one. However, it excludes the use of the slogan “Music Television”, which 
typically shows up below the “M”. The new logo was also designed to be filled with 
an unlimited variety of pictures, ranging from Icons of Snooki to Beyoncé within the 
“M”. The channel also dropped “Music Television” as their official tagline.30 This is 
another example of their tactics to rebrand and stay trendy.  
 In March 2005, Viacom and CBS split into two publicly traded companies. There 
were several reasons for the split, primarily financial. Stock price was stagnating and 
growth was slow. Advertising revenue for Viacom’s businesses had also been soft. 
This was particularly worrisome as most of Viacom’s cash flow as well as 70% of their 
revenue came from their affiliate fees and advertising.31 Viacom wasn’t making 
Internet acquisitions, despite the fact that the media landscape was dramatically 
changing and heading towards monetizing digitally. By 2006, the company did a 
mere 210 million video streams through the Internet and cell phones, and was 
estimated to generate just $500 million within the next three years. This was just 4% 
of the projected revenue for the company in 2009. In the big picture, this was 
                                                          
30 http://www.flavorwire.com/68793/theres-no-music-television-in-mtvs-new-logo - There’s No Music 
Television in MTV’s New Logo- By: Caroline Stanley | Feb 8th 2010.  
31 http://www.nytimes.com/2006/07/22/business/media/22viacom.html?pagewanted=all&_r=0 – A 
Surprise After the Split: Viacom Struggles as CBS Holds Its Own: A Surprise After the Split: Viacom 
Struggles as CBS Holds Its Own- By: Geraldine Fabrikant. | July 22, 2006.  
17 
 
 
miniscule. Also, after years of double-digit growth, analysts were predicting a mere 
7-9% increase in advertising revenue at Viacom’s networks.16 Organic growth of 
social media outlets online also directly competed with Viacom’s cable properties 
specifically aimed at youth culture. An example of this was the growth of MySpace at 
the time. In addition to this, the company’s stock continued to fall both before and 
after the split:32 
 
Figure 1: Viacom Inc. – Price Change (%)34 
 
This graph illustrates Viacom’s Price Change (%) activity from the time they split from 
CBS and began to trade independently, and 7 months following. The graph shows a 
                                                          
32 Money and the Media work (Cite)  
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volatile decline in price (-13.4%)33 and (-23%) since 200416. In contrast, CBS stock 
had risen 9% within the same time frame.34  
 More recently, MTV’s efforts to restructure and brand themselves to the youth 
market of today have cost them considerably. In 2007, net income fell 36% to $202.9 
million, or 29 cents per share, from $317 million, or 43 cents, a year earlier. Viacom 
also cut 250 jobs that year.35 There were several contributing factors for the decline. 
The core audience had globalized, and the younger audiences of today are more 
inclined to follow do-it-yourself music mixes, pod casting and streaming videos that 
are easily accessible online, especially with YouTube. Cable television has also 
started to offer several other channel choices, including The CW and Nickelodeon. In 
turn, these channels took away MTV’s dominance in the marketplace as they 
attracted a very similar demographic.36  
 Viacom’s failure as a frontrunner in the realm of online distribution is 
considered to be a defining factor in the split between them and CBS. However, as 
they saw viewership and their stock start to decline, they attempted to test new 
online distribution models. Most notable was their partnership with Google in 
August 2006. The venture marked the first time integrated video programming and 
advertising was made available director to Google’s AdSense network.37 AdSense 
delivered targeted text and image ads to consumers viewing MTV’s content. Google 
helped to distribute ad-supported content from MTVN to targeted publishers across 
                                                          
33 http://www.snl.com/InteractiveX/BriefingBookGraph.aspx?ID=4121645&ResetDefaults=1: SNL 
Kagan- Viacom Price Change (%) December 2005-June 2006 
34 History of Viacom, By: Ryan Samtani | June 5th 2013 
35 http://www.bloomberg.com/apps/news?pid=newsarchive&sid=aZgGmiQSOEnk&refer=us – Viacom 
Profit falls 36% on MTV Restructuring Costs- Don Jeffrey “May 10th 2007” 
36 http://www.businessweek.com/stories/2006-02-19/can-mtv-stay-cool - Can MTV Stay Cool? | 
February 19th 2006 
37 News By Google – Aug. 7 2006 “Google and Viacom’s MTV Networks to test New Online Video 
Distribution Model” 
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the web. In addition, this partnership marked the first time clips from MTV 
Networks’ music and entertainment programming was available widely across the 
web on an ad-supported basis outside of MTV’s official proprietary sites.17 Reality 
programs were the bulk of content that was promoted through Google. MTVN and 
Google had made another agreement to allow MTV’s hit programs to be purchased 
on Google Video for $1.99 per episode.17 This marked the beginning of a new way 
viewers were consuming content as MTV/VH-1 shifted to non-linear distribution.  
 Despite initial efforts to partner and distribute copyrighted content legally, 
Viacom ultimately sued both Google and YouTube alleging that they should be held 
accountable for any copyright infringement committed by YouTube users.38 This 
stemmed from the fact that YouTube users freely uploaded over 150,000 videos 
created by Viacom, without direct permission by them to do so.39 Content uploaded 
ranged from clips to full episodes of shows. These videos were collectively viewed 
over 1.5 billion times and Viacom sued for $1 billon in damages to their profitability. 
Much like the controversy between Napster and leading record labels, Viacom was 
faced with a direct threat to their linear revenue streams, specifically through 
traditional television viewing. Advancements in technology like this undermine 
traditional business models and force companies to adapt, grow and evolve. In 2011 
however, Viacom partnered up with Ustream, a firm focused on streaming video 
online. Unlike YouTube, Ustream implemented automatic copyright enforcement to 
ensure that video distributed was never duplicated.40 MTV/VH-1 executives saw this 
                                                          
38 https://www.eff.org/viacom-v-youtube - Viacom v. Youtube | Electronic Frontier Foundation  
39https://www.docketalarm.com/cases/New_York_Southern_District_Court/1--07-cv-02103/Viacom_
International_Inc._et_al_v._Youtube_Inc._et_al/1/ - “Complaint for Declaratory and Injunctive Relief 
and Damages by Viacom against Google” Docket Alarm, Inc. Filed 03/13/07  
40http://www.billboard.com/biz/articles/news/1157848/viacom-announces-partnership-with-ustream-
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partnership as a chance to stream content exclusively onto their Ustream platform 
as well as their official website. “VH1’s Divas Celebrates Soul” was one of the first 
programs to be showcased in this way. Content most frequently distributed on 
Ustream through Viacom were Webcastings of live red carpet online-only events and 
various musical performances.41 The partnership gave Viacom control over their 
content in the digital sphere, something they didn’t have with YouTube.  
 The change in viewing habits was clearly apparently post-millennium. In 1999, 
MTV aired “Total Request Live”, otherwise known as “TRL”. This program focused on 
music, celebrity interviews and performances by various artists with a live audience. 
According to Nielsen, the program attracted 800,000 viewers at its peak before the 
year 2000.42 As time went on, ratings for the program diminished, and so did the 
visibility of music videos on MTV/VH-1. Towards the end of its life span, TRL drew a 
mere 373,000 viewers43, less than half of its original audience 8 years prior. TRL was 
cancelled in 2008, making way for more reality programming.  
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                                                                                      
for-web-exclusive-content - Viacom Announces Partnership with Ustream for Web- Exclusive Content. 
By: Michael Depland | December 15, 2011  
41http://www.mediapost.com/publications/article/164261/viacom-to-webcast-events-on-ustream.htm
l - Viacom To Webcast Events on Ustream | December 15th 2011  
42http://business.time.com/2013/04/02/internet-saved-the-video-star-how-music-videos-found-new-life
-after-mtv/ - Internet Saved the Video Star: How Music Videos found New Life after MTV. Victor 
Luckerson | April 2nd 2013.  
43 http://www.forbes.com/2007/02/15/mtv-trl-viacom-tech-media-cx_lh_0215mtv.html - R.I.P For 
MTV’s TRL? | February 15th 2007 
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Figure 2: Music Video Spins on Basic Cable42 
 
 The graph above illustrates the sharp decrease in the amount of music videos 
across 4 of Viacom’s properties over the course of 13 years. The sharp decrease in 
music video content is more apparent in MTV over VH-1. Music Videos on MTV 
decreased almost 75%, whereas VH-1 decreased by less than half during the same 
time frame.  
 There were several contributing factors to the decline of music video 
broadcasting. With the decrease, record labels were less likely to monetize their 
music via MTV/VH1. This is because there has been a steady increase in promotion 
and purchase online. This is especially evident with music videos on VEVO, which 
give users the option to easily purchase music on either iTunes or Google Play. As a 
result, total music sales had not decreased as dramatically.  
 Even though both networks started to move toward reality programming during 
the early 2000’s, VH1 continued to remain more music-centric, with programs like 
“Pop-up Video”, “Behind the Music”, “Diva’s” and “Big Morning Buzz Live”. ‘Pop-up 
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Video” featured music videos with a twist, showing pop up bubbles with trivia, facts, 
and humor throughout the videos to keep viewers engaged.44 “Big Morning Buzz 
Live”, much like TRL, featured celebrity interviews, live performances and artist 
promotion with music videos. Big Morning Buzz is produced on a smaller scale than 
was TRL. However, the show is proof that VH-1 preserved its musical roots despite 
undergoing dramatic change, while MTV completely abandoned these roots.  
 Both MTV and VH1 are constantly rebranding and changing to fit their 
audience’s needs. In 2010, after considerable audience research and brand 
consulting, VH1 made the decision to revamp programming on their network and set 
new goals. A main goal was for them to target the 25-34 age group, particular 
African American females. This decision was made in response to a sharp drop in 
ratings during this time, compared to 2009-2010.45 Many media buyers and industry 
professionals within the company believed that the network’s brand and message 
was blurred. VH1 began airing its first scripted program in 2011, Single Ladies. 
However, as scripted programming is expensive to make, VH1 tends to air one every 
quarter, less than its counterpart MTV. After an effort to broaden the network’s 
slate, VH1 has seen a drastic 50% increase in ratings over the past year. Peter 
Gardiner, partner and chief media officer at Deutsch said “A wider programming 
palate on its own may not be enough if the network doesn’t clearly define itself.” It 
can be argued that VH1 needs to stand for something on TV and be more distinct in 
order to gain further success.10  
                                                          
44 http://weirdweb.net/popup.html - “All I Ever Needed to Know I learned From Watching Pop Up 
Video” 
45http://www.adweek.com/news/television/vh1-looks-redefine-itself-rush-new-programming-135655  
- “VH1 looks to Redefine Itself with Rush of New Programming” October 10th 2011 By D.M. Levine  
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 Despite the fact that music videos seemed saturated and out of trend, this may 
have only been the case within the medium of television. The creation of YouTube 
and more recently, VEVO, provided a platform to which audiences were moving 
when it came to consuming/viewing music. VEVO is a joint venture music video 
website owned and operated by major music conglomerates Universal Music Group, 
Google, Sony Music Entertainment and Abu Dhabi Media.46 VEVO strives to 
maximize viewership while monetizing this new model by offering songs viewed 
online to be conveniently purchased on either Amazon MP3 or iTunes. Also, VEVO 
constantly aims to attract high-end advertisers, much like its television counterpart 
Hulu. VEVO requires that every viewer watch a 30 second ad prior to streaming the 
actual content. Despite this, VEVO manages to accomplish maximized viewership 
using it’s partnership with YouTube to market from within. With 35 million visitors 
and over 13 billion video views across its sites, VEVO became the largest music site 
online after just a month of its launch. What makes VEVO different is that it allows 
users to create, save and share customized playlists as well as stream HD video 
content.47 This gives users control over what they want to hear and when in 
addition to watching music videos. The creation of VEVO stemmed from the issue of 
copyrighted music being uploaded online. VEVO represents the future of the music 
industry. MTV and VH1 are no longer primary outlets for record labels to showcase 
their product as music videos have moved into the digital space.  
 
 
                                                          
46 http://techcrunch.com/2013/07/02/youtube-renewed-vevo-deal/ - “YouTube Confirms Renewed 
VEVO Deal, Takes Stake In Company” Catherine Shu | July 2nd 2013.  
47 http://venturebeat.com/2010/01/18/vevo-the-web%E2%80%99s-mtv-is-winning-the-music-wars/ 
‘VEVO- The Web’s MTV, is Winning the Music Wars’- David Pierce | January 18, 2010 
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2.2 MTV & VH-1 Timeline 
Table 1: MTV & VH-1 Timeline 
MTV 
1980’s 
- Launched: August 1st 1981 
- The main purpose of the channel was to 
broadcast music videos guided by television 
personalities known as “video jockeys” or 
VJs.48 
- MTV adopted a strict style/format: (Album 
Oriented Rock) Otherwise known as AOR. 
- In 1983, Michael Jackson broke the color 
barrier with hits like “Beat It”, “Billy Jean” 
and “Thriller”. MTV argued that most 
African-American artist’s style of music 
didn’t fit the strict ‘AOR’ Format at the time. 
- In 1984, MTV produced its first Video Music 
VH1 
1980’s 
Launched: January 1st 1985 
- New Visions’- launched in 1985, 
showcased jazz and new age performers- 
Spyro Gyra, Andy Narell, Mark Isham  
- Created “Top 40” playing 1980’s 
mainstream classic rock and adult 
contemporary. 
1990’s 
- VH1 started to broadcast non-music 
programming. “Stand Up Spotlight” 
featuring comedians and “Flix” which did 
an in-depth look at upcoming films. 
- In 1991, “Video Rewind” and “By Request” 
                                                          
48 http://www.cnn.com/SHOWBIZ/Music/9807/31/encore.mtv/index.html ‘MTV Changed the Music 
Industry on August 1, 1981 | July 31, 1998 
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Awards (VMAs).  
- July 13, 1985: MTV broadcasted “Live Aid” 
Concerts, held in London and Philadelphia in 
an attempt to raise funds for famine relief in 
Ethiopia. 
- September 1985: “Club MTV” premiered. 
The program is said to have copied 
predecessor “American Bandstand”. 
However, this show had a more edgy, 
nightlife look. 
- 1986: MTV aired its annual special “Spring 
Break”. Broadcasting 8 hours a day, it 
showcased various performances from 
artists and bands on location. 
- February 1986: “Dial MTV” premieres. It 
showcases the top ten audience requested 
videos of the day. 1-800 DIAL-MTV remained 
in use till 2006. 
- March 1986: “120 minutes” Premieres. The 
show featured low-rotation alternative rock 
and various underground videos.  
- 1987: “Headbangers Ball” premiered, 
featuring heavy metal music and relevant 
featured music videos in hour-long blocks. 
“Hits News & Weather” was also a popular 
morning show till it was cancelled in 1994. 
- December 1994: VH1 rebranded and 
became “VH1: Music First”. (50) 
- VH1 premiered “History of Music Video 
A-Z” in July 1994.  
- In 1996, the network began to focus on 
music-related shows rather than blocks of 
music videos. It began to include more 
rock and rap music. Ratings began to fall. 
- February 1996: “VH1 Storytellers” 
premieres. It featured artists in a small, 
intimate setting, connecting with fans on a 
personal level. It still airs today. 
- Fall 1996: “Pop-Up Video” premiered, and 
still airs today. 
- August 1997: All time hit show “Behind the 
Music” premieres on the network. 
- 1997: Premiere of “Legend”- profiling 
artists that have made their mark in music 
history.  
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news.   
- 1987: “Remote Control” Premieres. It was 
the first ever MTV program that was not 
music oriented. It was a game show that 
focused on pop culture.  
- 1987: “MTV News: The Week in Rock”. 
Premiered. This program marked the first of 
many programs concentrating on news. The 
show focused on concert tours, album 
releases and sales figures.49 
- 1988: “Yo! MTV Raps” premiered as a hip 
hop/rap formatted program.  
- 1989: “MTV Unplugged” premieres. Various 
acoustic acts are performed in each episode.  
The 90’s:  
- May 21st 1992: “The Real World” Premieres. 
It was the first reality show produced and 
aired by MTV. It still runs today.  
- June 1992: “The Grind” premieres. It 
replaced Club MTV as MTV’s go-to program 
for dance music. Hip-Hop and Rap were 
most played on this program until it was 
- 1997: “VH1 Save the Music Foundation”: 
Public Affairs initiative of VH1’s to bring 
music to the American Public School 
system in a positive light. (52) 
- 1998: “VH1 Divas” premieres. It featured 
all the female music divas of our time. The 
show is aired till today. 
- 1999: “Movies That Rock” aired VH1’s first 
original movies. It airs till today and 
features films that aren’t VH1 produced.  
- 1999: “Where Are They Now?” aired and 
featured former celebrities and where they 
are now both professionally and in their 
personal lives. Each episode ranged from 
past child stars to music icons.  
- Controversy: VH1 faced criticism when 
featuring musicians in custody in the show 
“Music Behind Bars”. 
2000- Present: 
- In 2002, VH1 began to broadcast a ten-part 
series entitled “I love the 80’s”. It focused 
on the opinions current entertainers had 
                                                          
49 http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0165586/ - MTV News: The Week in Rock 
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cancelled and rebranded in 1997.  
- June 10th 1992: Following the success of the 
VMAs, MTV decided to branch out into 
movies and popular culture with the 
premiere of the “MTV Movie Awards”.  
- May 1995: “Buzzkill” premieres. It was a 
prank reality show that targeted celebrities 
and various public figures. 
- July 1995: “Road Rules” Premieres on MTV. 
The show was a spinoff to the popular 
program The Real World.  
- 1997: MTV faced heavy criticism for its shift 
away from playing as many music videos as 
it once did. In response to this, four shows 
focused on music videos were created: 
“MTV Live” (1997-1998), “Total Request 
Live” (1998-2008), “Say What?” (1998) & 
“12 Angry Viewers” (1997-1998). 
- Between 1995-2000, there was a 36.5% 
reduction in the amount of music videos 
played.50 
on trends, events and personalities of 
another decade. Success of the series led 
to development of programs focusing on 
the 70’s and 90’s as well. 
- September 2002: VH1 airs first episode of 
long time running series “The Greatest”. 
Each episode counts down anything 
ranging from hits, albums, videos, 
moments, celebrities, and artists. “100 
Sexiest Artists”, “100 Greatest Videos” 
and “40 Funniest Fails” are just a few. 
- Diversification: In 2002, VH1 began to play 
mainstream rap musicians such as 
‘Eminem, Nelly, Jay-Z, Snoop Dogg, Busta 
Rhymes, Missy Elliott and Eve.19  
- In 2004, VH1 began airing a mini-series 
called “50 most Awesomely Bag Songs… 
Ever.” This then grew to including spinoffs 
such as “40 Most Awesomely Bad 
Break-up Songs…Ever”1 and “40 Most 
Awesomely Bad Love Songs”  
- In 2004, VH1 began to air blocks of 
                                                          
50 Hay, Carla “Proper role of music TV debated in US”, Billboard: 68 | February 17 2001  
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2000- Present: 
- March 2002: “The Osbournes” premieres. 
The show focuses on the domestic life of 
heavy metal singer Ozzy Osbourne and his 
family. The show was cited as having the 
highest ratings in MTV history. It also won 
2002 Primetime Emmy Award for 
Outstanding Reality Program.51 
- 2002: Carson Daly leaves TRL. After his 
departure, ratings for TRL slowly decline. 
- 2003: MTV added numerous new shows to 
their broadcast schedule. “Punk’d” hosted 
by Ashton Kutcher focused on playing 
pranks on numerous celebrities. “Pimp My 
Ride” was a show about modifying cars both 
aesthetically and functionally. “Newlyweds: 
Nick and Jessica” documented the personal 
lives of music icons Jessica Simpson and Nick 
Lachey. 
- June 2004: “The Ashlee Simpson Show” 
documented the beginnings of rising music 
star Ashlee Simpson.  
‘Celebreality’ shows. They started with 
“The Surreal Life”, which greatly 
resembled MTV’s “The Real World”.1  
- “Flavor of Love” began airing in 2006. It is 
a Reality TV dating game show starring 
Flavor Flav of the rap group ‘Public 
Enemy’.1 
- “Flavor of Love 2” finale was a ratings hit 
for VH1, delivering record-breaking ratings. 
It was the second highest non-sports basic 
cable show of 2006.1 
- In 2007, VH1 aired “I love New York”, a 
spin-off of ‘Flavor of Love’. It focused on 
reality celeb ‘Tiffany Pollard’ and her quest 
to find true love.  
- In 2009, VH1 aired “Tough Love”. It 
featured women seeking relationship help 
and matchmaker Steven Ward helping 
them.  
- April 2010: VH1 premiered “Basketball 
Wives”. The show follows the lives of a 
group of women who are romantically 
                                                          
51 http://www.mtv.com/onair/osbournes/hub_sharon2.jhtml - The Osbournes 
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- September 2004: “Laguna Beach: The Real 
Orange County” premieres. Reality Program 
based on the personal lives of a few 
students attending Laguna Beach High 
School.   
- January 2005: “My Super Sweet 16” 
premieres. Documents the lives of privileged 
teens and their birthday bashes.  
- May 2006: Laguna Beach spinoff “The Hills” 
premieres.  
- 2009: MTV resurrects “MTV Unplugged”. A 
program showcasing various music 
performances by well-known artists. It also 
brings back Real World style programming 
with hit “Jersey Shore”. The program 
brought record ratings to MTV. 
- June 2009: “16 and Pregnant” premieres.  
- December 2009: “Teen Mom” premieres. 
- February 8 2010: MTV’s official tagline 
‘Music Television’ was dropped.  
- May 2010: “10 on Top” premieres, airing 
every Saturday. The program focuses on the 
linked to various professional basketball 
players.   
- March 2011: VH1 debuted “Love & Hip 
Hop”. The program revolved around 
several men and women who are involved 
with urban hip-hop in NYC. 
- August 2011: VH1 premiered “Basketball 
Wives LA”; spinoff from VH1’s original hit 
Basketball Wives. VH1 also premiered 
scripted series “Single Ladies”. 
- 2011: VH1 began to air “Big Morning Buzz 
Live” hosted by Carrie Keagan. It’s a 
one-hour morning talk show that provides 
viewers with a daily dose of pop culture 
news, chat, music and entertainment. 
Celebrities and Artists are regularly 
featured.  
- June 2012: VH1 premiered “Love & Hip 
Hop: Atlanta”; spinoff from VH1’s original 
hit Love & Hip Hop. 
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10 most talked-about topics of the week.   
- October 2011: MTV resurrects “Beavis and 
Butt-head”. The show centers around two 
animated characters that critique music 
videos in a comedic fashion.  
- 2012: “Clubland” premieres. It’s an hour of 
EDM videos every episode.  
- March 2012: Jersey Shore Spinoff “The 
Pauly D Project” premieres. The series set in 
Rhode Island revolves around previous 
Jersey Shore houseguest Pauly D and his 
journey to becoming a famous DJ.  
- June 2012: MTV aired a second Jersey Shore 
Spinoff “Snooki & Jwoww”. The program 
focuses on the two previous houseguests. 
Nicole “Snooki” and Jennifer “JWoww “living 
together in Jersey. 
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY 
3.1 Introduction: 
 This thesis examines changes undergone by both MTV and VH1. It examines 
both financial and ratings trends that correlate with external technological 
developments, changing target demographics and network competitors. Most 
important, it looks at how these factors influenced the change in programming, 
specifically from music video to long-form reality television.   
 
3.2 Research Questions: 
The Changes in the MTV/VH1 Network Business Model 
1. How have the MTV and VH-1 audiences changed since 1981?  
2. How have new media technologies contributed to change in financial trends and 
ratings? 
3. How have alternate new distribution platforms cannibalized existing distribution 
of content?  
Transformations in Programming 
4. What drove the decision to migrate from music videos to long form programming? 
5. What are the stages of program development for MTV/VH1?  
6. What methodologies are utilized in order to analyze the wants and needs of 
audiences?  
Revenue generation, Competition and the future of the networks: 
7. To what extent has MTV/VH1 changed the way in which they generate revenue? 
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8. Who does MTV/VH1 perceive to be their competitors? How do they react to 
competition?  
9. How do MTV/VH1 professionals pinpoint genres/changing tastes that are 
specifically targeted at their demographic? 
10. What does the future hold for MTV/VH1? What’s the next stage in the evolution? 
 
 In order to answer the research questions stated above, both quantitative and 
qualitative methods were used. The main body of quantitative research involves the 
collection of ratings from both MTV/VH1 spanning 1989-2012 in the United States. 
The ratings are displayed on a yearly basis and are the average 24-hour ratings 
across every day of each year. Males and Females 18-49 are measured. SNL Kagan, a 
division of SNL Financial LC, retrieved this information from The A.C. Nielsen 
Company. Qualitative research was collected through participant observer 
interviews with professionals in the industry. Two thorough interviews were 
conducted. Jason Olexa, Senior Manager, Program Planning at VH1 Networks and 
Tom Feie, VP Program Planning were the two key participants in this study. The goal 
was to use accurate data and sound knowledge/perspective to answer these 
research questions appropriately, thereby allowing thorough discussion and debate 
on the case study at hand.  
 
3.3 Settings 
 Based on the methodological outline of this research, qualitative ratings data 
has been retrieved via SNL Kagan. A graph has been created using Microsoft Excel. 
MTV and VH1 ratings are analyzed on this graph. Ratings data has been presented in 
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a table, with the average annual ratings of males & females 18-49 for a year for each 
network from 1989-2012.  
 Qualitative research was conducted in-person with industry professionals 
working at VH-1. These interviews were in-depth, lasting approximately 30 minutes. 
Each interview was transcribed. Jason Olexa, Senior Manager, Program Planning at 
VH-1 Networks and Tom Feie, VP Program Planning were the two key participants in 
this study. 
 
3.4 Sample/Participants 
 Within Quantitative Research, there were no participants selected by the 
researcher. The sample provided by SNL and Nielsen presents industry accepted, 
accurate, objective data spanning 13 years from 1989-2012. The data calculated 
present viewing habits of males and females 18-49 and span 24 hours of the day, all 
days of the year.  
 Within Qualitative Research, purposive sampling was used. “By Definition, 
purposive sampling, also known as judgmental, selective or subjective sampling, is a 
type of non-probability sampling technique. Non-probability sampling focuses on 
sampling techniques where units that are investigated are based on the judgment of 
the researcher”52 In this particular case, participants were chosen based on the 
scope of knowledge they possess as well as their industry experience and overall 
credibility. The answers they provide directly answer the research questions within 
this study.  
                                                          
52 http://dissertation.laerd.com/purposive-sampling.php : Definition- Purposive Sampling 
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Tom Feie, VP, Program Planning at VH1 Networks 
 Within this team, the VP, Program Planning is responsible for overseeing both 
short term and long-term program strategy. At VH-1, he coordinates content 
strategy across platforms, including broadband player VSPOT, wireless platforms and 
the network’s video-on-demand offerings. Feie will also help to devise long-term 
series planning for VH-1 and to identify opportunities.53 He monitors competitors’ 
activities on a daily basis. He works closely with the EVP of Program Planning to 
ensure VH1 exerts maximum potential when strategically building quarterly 
schedules for the network. Tom Feie has been in the broadcasting business for over 
30 years, having been director of programming at WPWR-TV in Chicago, Illinois and 
KTVD-TV in Denver, Colorado.50 
Jason Olexa, Sr. Manager, Program Planning at VH-1 Networks 
 Within the programming team at VH-1, the Sr. Manager, Programming Planning 
is responsible for the creation of short-term scheduling for the network. He and his 
team are responsible for strategically placing programming across a schedule on a 
weekly basis. This includes scheduling repeats, specials, and feature films alongside 
primetime programs. He is also responsible for working alongside consumer 
marketing and ad sales to ensure advertising and marketing content fit well with 
programs set to air. Jason Olexa has a BA in Journalism from Rutgers, The State 
University of New Jersey- New Brunswick. He also holds an MBA from Fordham 
University- Graduate School of Business Administration.54 Olexa began his career as 
a Programming Intern for VH-1 Networks. 
                                                          
53 http://www.multichannel.com/content/vh1-names-program-planning-vps - VH1 Names Program 
Planning VPs: Multi Channel News Staff | March 14th 2006  
54 http://www.linkedin.com/pub/jason-olexa/5/4ab/621 LinkedIn Profile: Jason Olexa  
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3.5 Measurement Instruments 
 For the Quantitative research, ratings information was obtained from SNL 
Kagan. A table of ratings results based on selected years needed within this study 
were then exported onto Microsoft Excel. A line graph was created, displaying 
results of both MTV and VH-1 on the same graph.  
 With regard to Qualitative research, interview questions were designed to 
answer specific research questions within this study. Answers given by participants 
are measured contextually. Both interviews were conducted in-person. An analysis is 
based on the answers given. 
 
3.6 Data Collection/Procedure 
 Relevant data within this study was obtained from SNL Kagan. This data was 
exported to Microsoft Excel where a graph was created to illustrate rating trends of 
both MTV & VH-1 over time. Findings are presented in the results section, where 
ratings information is presented objectively and stated alongside an analysis of 
trends, based on Literature Review findings (Chapter 2.1) and facts specified in the 
Timeline (Chapter 2.2).  
 Interviews were conducted in-person. Interviews were also recorded on a 
mobile device and transcribed by the researcher both accurately and objectively. 
Participants within this study are current employees at VH-1. These answers are 
presented in the Results section (Chapter 4) and analyzed in the Discussion section 
(Chapter 5).              
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS 
4.1 Quantitative Research Results 
Figure 3: TV Network Summary: Basic Cable Networks By Average 24 Hour Rating (Demo: 
Males & Females 18-49)55 
 
                                                          
55 SNL Kagan: TV Network Summary- Basic Cable Networks By Average 24 Hour Rating | Retrieved 
March 13th 2014 
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Table 2: Data Results- TV Network Summary: Basic Cable Networks By Average 24 Hour 
Rating (Demo: Males & Females 18-49)57 
Year MTV VH1 
1989 0.58 0.20 
1990 0.55 0.20 
1991 0.50 0.20 
1992 0.48 0.20 
1993 0.50 0.20 
1994 0.51 0.22 
1995 0.48 0.22 
1996 0.48 0.18 
1997 0.45 0.21 
1998 0.50 0.27 
1999 0.60 0.28 
2000 0.57 0.27 
2001 0.50 0.24 
2002 0.52 0.21 
2003 0.56 0.27 
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2004 0.58 0.28 
2005 0.64 0.35 
2006 0.62 0.36 
2007 0.54 0.37 
2008 0.47 0.33 
2009 0.40 0.33 
2010 0.42 0.23 
2011 0.45 0.20 
2012 0.39 0.21 
 
4.2 Quantitative Results- MTV 
 Ratings information within this study starts in 1989. Unfortunately, SNL Kagan 
holds quantitative data since 1989 and no further. This means that ratings 
information for MTV from 1981-1988 was unavailable; therefore, the researcher is 
unable to analyze the very early years of MTV in this particular setting.  
 In 1989, MTV achieved an average 0.58 rating. This marked the beginning of a 
gradual decline in ratings. Several factors contributed to this decline. One of the 
most notable factors was MTV’s failure to quickly diversify. Trends were quickly 
changing and many critics saw MTV’s programming becoming stale & predictable.20 
In an attempt to diversify, MTV aired its first animated program, “Liquid Television” 
in 1991.  
 Despite this, MTV’s ratings start to progressively increase in 1992. Ratings went 
from 0.48 in 1992 to 0.51 in 1994. In 1992, The Real World premiered on MTV. This 
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marked the first reality show produced and aired by MTV. The show was an instant 
hit that devolved into “immature and irresponsible behavior” that generated great 
ratings.21 The increase in ratings from 0.48 to 0.51 wasn’t dramatic. However, the 
increase proved that MTV had the ability to be successful outside of music-oriented 
programming. This in turn marked the beginning of MTV’s efforts to rebrand, slowly 
distancing from airing music videos in their programming block.  
 MTV’s rating’s peak didn’t last, as ratings steadily declined from 1994-1997, 
eventually dipping to a new low in 1997. Ratings went from 0.51 in 1994 to 0.45 in 
1997. During this time, MTV premiered two non-music oriented programs; “Buzzkill” 
premiered in 1995, a prank reality show that targeted celebrities and various public 
figures. “Road Rules” also premiered in 1995; the show was a spinoff from The Real 
World. Between 1995-1996, ratings remained stagnant, averaging 0.48 during both 
years. MTV’s dip to a 0.45 rating in 1997 sparked motivation to take bigger risks and 
strategize once again.  
 MTV saw a dramatic increase in ratings. Their average rating increased by 25% 
between 1997-1999, growing from 0.45 to 0.60 in just 2 years. There are several 
contributing factors that drove this change. Total Request Live, otherwise known as 
“TRL” premiered in 1998 and was an instant hit. Despite the show being 
music-oriented, it garnered high ratings and did well in its time slot. According to 
Nielsen, the program attracted 800,000 viewers at its peak before the year 2000.56 
In addition, MTV saw a 36.5% reduction in the amount of music video played 
between 1995-2000.57 The decline was more prevalent in the latter years, as several 
                                                          
56http://business.time.com/2013/04/02/internet-saved-the-video-star-how-music-videos-found-new-life
-after-mtv/ - Internet Saved the Video Star: How Music Videos found New Life after MTV. Victor 
Luckerson | April 2nd 2013.  
57 Hay, Carla “Proper role of music TV debated in US”, Billboard: 68 | February 17 2001 
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short-lived music-oriented programs were cancelled in 1998: “MTV Live”, “Say 
What?” & “12 Angry Viewers”. This change is seen as a significant force that drove a 
notable increase in ratings.    
 After 1999, MTV’s ratings took a downward turn once again. Ratings went from 
0.60 in 1999 to 0.50 in 2001. During this time, MTV was unable to premiere a hit that 
generated a great deal of buzz. Programming remained stagnant until 2002.  
 In 2002, ratings started to rise and were on a gradual upswing. In March 2002, 
“The Osbournes” premieres on the network. The series drew a staggering 4.1 million 
viewers to its regular Tuesday time slot on March 26, 2002.58 This was the highest 
audience number MTV had seen to date. Despite this success, Carson Daly departed 
TRL in the same year that then lead to a decline in ratings for TRL. However, MTV 
managed to increase their average rating from 0.50 in 2001 to 0.52 in 2002.  
 MTV average ratings increased from 0.52 in 2002 to 0.56 in 2003. In 2003, MTV 
added, “Punk’d”, “Pimp My Ride” and “Newlyweds: Nick & Jessica” to its broadcast 
schedule.  
 In 2004, MTV saw another increase in their average, going from a 0.56 in 2003 
to a 0.58 in 2004. This is partly due to the fact that MTV premiered “Laguna Beach: 
The Real Orange County” in September 2004. The show was a hit and was able to 
attract 3.1 million viewers on average.59 
 In 2005, MTV reached an all-time high, averaging a 0.64 rating throughout the 
year. During this time, MTV had moved away from their dependency on 
                                                          
58 http://onlineathens.com/stories/040902/ent_20020409006.shtml - ‘The Osbournes brings MTV its 
highest ratings’ By: David Bauder | April 9th 2002 
59 http://www.nytimes.com/2005/08/30/arts/television/30lagu.html?pagewanted=all&_r=0 - ‘An MTV 
Coming of Age That Went Far on Charm’ – Margy Rochlin | August 30, 2005 
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music-oriented programming and had adopted the strategy of airing long-form 
reality programming that continued to do well. In January 2005, “My Super Sweet 
16” premiered, and became an instant hit, eventually sparking franchises in both the 
UK and Canada.  
 In 2007, MTV began to see a sharp decline in ratings. The average rating in 2007 
was 0.54, down from 0.62 in 2006. During this time, non-linear distribution was 
booming. Target audiences began shifting their viewing habits online. In 2007, 
Viacom sued both Google and YouTube for copyright infringement as both 3rd party 
sites allowed users to freely upload Viacom content to their servers.60 
 Ratings at MTV continued to decline from 2007-2009. The average rating in 
2007 was 0.54 and had fallen to 0.47 in 2008 and eventually 0.40 in 2009. TRL was 
cancelled in 2008. Towards the end of its life span, TRL drew a mere 373,000 viewers 
per episode on average.61 Despite abysmal ratings in 2009, MTV premiered “Jersey 
Shore” in December 2009. The show became an instant hit, garnering 4.83 million 
viewers in its first season finale.62 
 The average rating rose to 0.45 in 2011 from 0.40 in 2009. The significant 
increase in ratings was driven by the success of Jersey Shore. In 2011, the show was 
at its peak, drawing 8.78 million viewers to the premiere of its 4th season. This 
number is an all-time record high for MTV.63 As the ‘Jersey Shore’ ratings streak 
                                                          
60 News By Google – Aug. 7 2006 “Google and Viacom’s MTV Networks to test New Online Video 
Distribution Model” 
61 http://www.forbes.com/2007/02/15/mtv-trl-viacom-tech-media-cx_lh_0215mtv.html - R.I.P For 
MTV’s TRL? | February 15th 2007 
62 
http://tvbythenumbers.zap2it.com/2010/01/22/jersey-shore-first-season-ends-with-series-high-4-8/398
16/ - ‘Jersey Shore’s First Season Ends With Series High 4.8 Million Viewers’- By: Robert Seidman | 
January 22nd 2010 
63 
http://tvbythenumbers.zap2it.com/2011/08/05/thursday-cable-ratings-jersey-shore-dominates-burn-no
tice-suits-project-runway-wilfred-futurama-louie-more/99741/ - ‘Thursday Cable Ratings: ‘Jersey 
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started to fade, so did overall average ratings. In 2012, the average rating for the 
network was 0.39, an all-time low, tumbling below its previous all-time low of 0.40 in 
2009.  
 
 
4.3 Quantitative Results- VH-1 
 Ratings information in this study starts in 1989. SNL Kagan only holds 
quantitative data back as far as 1989 and no further. This means that ratings 
information for VH-1 from 1985-1988 was unavailable; therefore, the researcher is 
unable to analyze the very early years of VH-1 in this particular setting.  
 In 1989, VH-1’s average rating was 0.20. This average remained stationary until 
1994, where VH-1 saw their average rating increase to 0.22. In the same year, VH1 
rebranded, going from being known as “VH-1: Video Hits One”, to “VH1: Music First”. 
This changed marked the beginning of VH-1’s transition from airing blocks of music 
videos to developing and airing music related shows instead. 
 In 1996, VH-1 hit an all-time record low in ratings. Their average rating for the 
year was 0.18. The dip occurred as they changed programming strategy for the 
network. A notable example is with the premiere of “VH-1 Storytellers”. The show 
featured artists in a small, intimate setting, connecting with fans on a more personal 
level. This is a prime example of VH-1’s attempt to diversify, pulling away from airing 
large blocks of music videos throughout the day. 
 From 1997-2000, VH-1 saw a gradual upswing in ratings. This proved that their 
new programming strategy was working. In 1999, VH-1 had achieved an average 
                                                                                                                                                                      
Shore’ Dominates + ‘Burn Notice,’ ‘Suits’, Project Runway,’ ‘Wilfred,’ ‘Futurama,’ ‘Louie’ & More.’ By: 
Robert Seidman | August 5th 2011 
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rating of 0.28. During this time, VH-1 premiered “VH-1 Divas”, “Movies That Rock”, 
“Where Are They Now?” and “Music Behind Bars”. 
 In 2002, VH-1 saw a decline in ratings. The rating was 0.21, down from 0.27 in 
2000 and 0.24 in 2001. In response to this decline, VH-1 began to diversify. In 2002, 
VH-1’s shift is evident as they begin to showcase mainstream rap musicians on air 
such as Eminem, Nelly, Jay-Z, Snoop Dogg and Busta Rhymes.64 
 Through 2003-2007, VH-1 began to see a gradual upswing in ratings. The 
average rating jumped from 0.21 in 2002 to 0.27 in 2003, 0.28 in 2004, 0.35 in 2005, 
0.36 in 2006 and 0.37 in 2007. During this time, a series of highly successful 
programs were broadcast on the network. In 2004, VH-1 began to air blocks of 
Celebreality shows. One especially notable program was “The Surreal Life”, which 
closely resembled MTV’s successful show, “The Real World”. In 2006, VH-1 
premiered “Flavor of Love”. The show focused on rapper Flavor Flav inviting female 
contestants to his mansion to compete for true love. Flavor of Love delivered 
record-breaking ratings for VH-1. The second season finale drew over 7.5 million 
viewers and was the second highest non-sports basic cable program of the year. It 
was also the highest rated show in the VH-1’s history.65 This contributed greatly to 
VH-1’s high rating averages between 2006-2009.  
 In 2010, VH-1 saw a significant drop in ratings. The average rating decreased 
from 0.33 in 2009 to 0.23 in 2010. During this time, the Flavor of Love spin off “I Love 
Money” drew just 541,000 viewers to its season finale. This gradual decline ended 
the series altogether. However, in the same year, VH-1 premiered “Basketball 
                                                          
64 Breithaupt, Don. "Video Saved the Talentless Star: The 20th Anniversary of MTV and How it 
Changed Popular Culture." National Post. 28 July 2001: W1. 
65 “TV Ratings: VH1’s still loving ‘Flavor” By: Ho, Rodney | October 19th 2006, The Atlanta Journal 
Constitution. 
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Wives”, which progressively began to draw higher ratings. Season 1 drew an average 
1.6 million viewers in primetime.66 
 In 2011, VH-1’s rating average decreased further. It fell from 0.23 in 2010 to 
0.20 in 2011. Despite this, VH-1 premiered Love & Hip Hop and Basketball Wives LA. 
Both shows did fairly well within their season premieres, drawing 1.93 million67 and 
1.81 million viewers68 respectively. VH-1 also premiered scripted series Single Ladies 
in May 2011. The premiere delivered a strong 2.0 rating in the 18-34 female 
demographic, drawing 2.8 million viewers in total.69  
 In 2012, VH-1’s rating average increased. It went from a 0.20 in 2011 to a 0.21 
in 2012. The slight increase in ratings owes greatly to the series of successful 
programs, which premiered in 2011 and continued to do well in 2012; Basketball 
Wives, Single Ladies and Love & Hip Hop. In addition, Love & Hip Hop Atlanta, a spin 
off from Love & Hip Hop premiered. Love & Hip Hop Atlanta drew 4.40 million 
viewers to its first season finale.70  
                                                          
66 
http://tvbythenumbers.zap2it.com/2010/04/13/vh1-scores-impressive-ratings-with-series-premieres-of
-%E2%80%9Cbrandy-and-ray-j-a-family-business%E2%80%9D-%E2%80%9Cbasketball-wives%E2%80%
9D-and-%E2%80%9Cwhat-chilli-wants%E2%80%9D/48306/ ‘VH1 Scores Impressive Ratings with Series 
Premieres of ‘Brandy and Ray J: A Family Business,” “Basketball Wives,” and “What Chili Wants”” By: 
Bill Gorman | April 13th 2010 
67 
http://thefutoncritic.com/ratings/2011/03/08/sundays-cable-ratings-daniel-tosh-happy-thoughts-leads-
demos-842114/cable_20110306/ ‘Sunday’s Cable Ratings: “Daniel Tosh: Happy thoughts” Leads 
Demos” By: The Futon Critic Staff | March 8th 2011 
68 
http://tvbythenumbers.zap2it.com/2011/08/30/monday-cable-wwe-raw-tops-night-ridiculousness-ame
rican-chopper-basketball-wives-la-carfellas-much-more/101860/ “Monday Cable: ‘WWE RAW’ Tops 
Night, ‘Ridiculousness, ‘American Chopper,’ ‘Basketball Wives LA,’ ‘Carfellas’, & Much More” By: Bill 
Gorman | August 30th 2011 
69 
http://tvbythenumbers.zap2it.com/2011/07/19/monday-nights-episodes-of-vh1s-basketball-wives-and-
single-ladies-set-series-high-viewing-ratings/98457/ “Monday Night’s Episodes of VH1’s “Basketball 
Wives” and “Single Ladies” Set Series High Viewing Ratings” By: Robert Seidman | July 19th 2011 
70 
http://tvbythenumbers.zap2it.com/2012/09/05/monday-cable-ratings-love-and-hip-hop-atlanta-wins-ni
ght-t-i-and-tiny-switched-at-birth-wwe-raw-major-crimes-perception-more/147334/ “Monday Cable 
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4.4 Graph Trend Analysis 
 Overall, it is evident that MTV draws more viewers than VH-1 on average. 
However as seen from the graph displayed above, the volatile rating trends both 
networks experience are almost in sync with each other. MTV ratings were on a 
steady upswing from 1998-2006 with minimal volatility. Comparatively, VH-1 started 
to see significant increases in their ratings from 1997-2007. This demonstrates that 
parallel volatility in 24-hour ratings shown is dominated by TV viewing habits over 
the course of time and is as vital as the popularity of the primetime-programming 
broadcast on both networks.   
 
4.5 Qualitative Results 
 In this study, the researcher conducted participant observer interviews as a 
form of gathering qualitative data. Two industry professionals at VH-1 participated in 
the study: Tom Feie, VP, Program Planning & Jason Olexa, Sr. Manager, Program 
Planning.  
Question 1: How have new technologies changed viewing habits? Has it been 
positive/negative for the company so far? 
This question directly answers Research Question 2: “How have new media 
technologies contributed to change in trends and ratings?”  
Jason Olexa: New technology allows viewers to watch 1) when they want (DVRs, 
On-Demand) and 2) where they want (online viewing, smart phones, tablets).  
                                                                                                                                                                      
Ratings: ‘Love and Hip Hop Atlanta’ Wins Night, ‘T.I. and Tiny’, ‘Switched at Birth’, ‘WWE Raw’, ‘Major 
Crimes’, ‘Perception’ & More.” By: Sara Bibel | September 5th 2012 
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They’re still consuming content, only now it is in different ways. There are both 
positives and negatives. It changes the TV business model, however there are new 
opportunities that are coming out of those changes. If media companies identify and 
embrace these changes in viewing habits due to emerging technologies, they can 
benefit. If they are reluctant to change the way that they do business, it will suffer.  
Tom Feie: It’s been positive in the sense that there are more avenues for our 
programs to be distributed. A main way in which viewing has changed is how people 
watch shows where they want and when they want to. However, it’s negative 
because most of the revenue we make still comes from linear television viewing. As 
managers, we are still in the process of finding ways to monetize new distribution 
platforms more efficiently.  
Question 2: Describe the ways in which you manage to stay updated about what 
your target demographic wants?   
This question directly answers Research Question 6: “What methodologies are 
utilized in order to analyze the wants to needs of audiences?” 
Jason Olexa: We do quite a bit of audience research to identify who our audience is, 
what they want to watch, and how to reach them. It is important to understand their 
interests, what they care about, what they like/dislike, as well as their day to day 
lives (how they work, use their free time, spend their money, socialize, etc).    
Tom Feie: A great way to stay in the know is all the Social Platforms so you get input 
from your viewer about what they like/what they dislike about you. Of course, some 
comments from individuals are negative but that’s the way you kind of know if you’re 
doing something right or wrong. Also, if you have a good franchise that people like; 
the ratings across all platforms are generally positive. The numbers show on Nielsen 
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for Linear content as well as on Sales for DTO (Download to Own). The amount of 
views you’re getting on DTO and vh1.com, all those kind of add up- then you know 
you’re doing it right. Also if you don’t see those numbers then you know you’re not 
doing it right. Each platform has its own measurement. But usually, if something is 
working on Linear, it’s usually working across the board. Every once in a while there 
may be a quirkier show that may do better online than on linear.  
 
Question 3: How helpful has your research been in finding good shows in shaping 
the brand today? 
Jason Olexa: Extremely helpful. You can’t create a brand or identity in a vacuum.      
Tom Feie: N/A 
Question 4: Have audiences become harder to reach? Have they changed?  
This question directly answers Research Question 1: “How has the audience changed 
since 1981 with MTV/VH1?” 
This question directly answers Research Question 9: “How do MTV/VH1 
professionals pinpoint genres/changing tastes that are specifically aimed at this 
demographic?” 
Jason Olexa: In a way, they’ve become easier to reach because there are so many 
ways to reach them. Audiences have certainly become more fragmented, but by 
understanding and embracing the multitude of platforms and mediums, media 
companies can reach audiences though a number of different avenues. In the same 
way, even though they’ve changed in the way they consume media, media has 
changed in the way it is distributed. Newspaper subscriptions may be on the decline, 
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for example, however, people consuming news digitally is going up, so if you want to 
reach an audience, but only use the traditional methods, it would be more difficult, 
but if you use your traditional method, but also use new methods (ie new technology) 
it might be easier.  
Tom Feie: If audiences are following you on Facebook/Twitter it’s actually easier to 
connect with them. On the other hand, there are so many messages because there 
are so many outlets for entertainment. Not only are you talking competition in the TV 
World, you’re also talking about all entertainment in the world. So whether they’re 
downloading a movie or going to a concert/event you’re looking at all of that too. If 
you look at television alone, you realize that it’s a very crowded marketplace with all 
the channels that are competing. Even in the standpoint of this department, you have 
three channels being managed. Sometimes we’re in sync, sometimes we’re not. There 
are a lot of messages that are happening all at once. As Fall comes up, you get 
bombarded by buzz on shows coming soon to NBC, CBS, FOX, ABC as well as all 
competing cable networks. Then on top of that, PBS, local stations as well as 
YouTube, Google, Hulu and Netflix have started doing their own originals. Consumers 
are almost bombarded with such a variety of choice. A lot of people can’t find what 
they’re looking for. Despite this, people still stick to what they know and like. Without 
fail, Big Bang Theory is always in the top 10 for primetime ratings so no matter how 
much content you throw at audiences, if it doesn’t sink in then it doesn’t work, which 
can be a bit of a challenge to find a way to stand out above the rest.  
Question 5: How do you monitor competitors and how do their 
programming/promotional strategies affect the decisions you make in moving 
forward?  
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This question directly answers Research Question 8: “Who does MTV/VH1 perceive 
to be their competitors? How do they react to competition?” 
Jason Olexa: Tracking competition is critically important for any business. It’s simple 
to know what one’s competition is doing; it’s just a matter of how one chooses to 
react to it.   
Tom Feie: Unless it’s a brand new show that’s getting a ton of buzz, competing 
programs almost become predictable. It’s easy to monitor trends and tactics 
competing networks use for their programs- when it comes to scheduling their strong 
nights etc. When it comes to new programming we can also analyze it may or may 
not be a hit. An example was Opening Act by E! This was a music show and we know 
that music is hard to program. The show tanked as a result. We know from 
experience that music is very hard to program. On the other hand, there are 
exceptions to the rule such as American Idol, The Voice and X-Factor. The reason why 
those work so well is because they are competition shows and those usually do better 
than music shows, especially as they are broadcasted by networks that have more 
money behind them. By knowing when strong programs air, we can decide when’s 
best to air our shows. It’s pretty much established that we do extremely well on a 
Monday night. Sticking to this for now has worked well for us.  
Question 6: How have revenue streams changed and where do you see this going?  
This question directly answers Research Question 10: “What does the future hold for 
MTV/VH1? What’s the next stage in the evolution?” 
Jason Olexa: With additional platforms comes the potential for additional revenue 
streams. Think of it as a pipe delivering water to your house. If you have one pipe 
delivering massive amounts of water, that’s great. But what if you were able to add 
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more pipes to your house? You would be able to get more water into your house, 
right? And that would be a good thing.   
Tom Feie: Revenue streams: our revenue usually comes two-fold from linear. 1.)- 
Advertising Sales and 2.)- Subscription providers. Subscription fees from subscribers 
are typically a higher percentage than sales. Broadcasters are different in that they 
rely on retransmission consent. Cable on the other hand has always been built on 
subscriptions and has been paid per subscriber. The channel that probably gets the 
highest revenue from this is ESPN. The Viacom networks would typically negotiate 
with providers from anywhere between 3-8 years. VH1 has always been dual revenue 
dependent. As subscription fees go up, the costs gets trickled down to the consumer, 
which can then discourage subscribers from watching TV in the tradition way. This 
pushes revenue for linear content lower as subscribers begin to view content online, 
which is less profitable for cable networks. As more platforms become available to 
viewers, this becomes inevitable.  
Question 7: More specifically, do you feel like the birth of hit shows like “Real 
World” and “Jersey Shore” has helped motivate a drastic change in program 
content for the network?  
This question directly answers Research Question 5: “What are the stages of 
program development for MTV/VH1” 
Jason Olexa: It’s difficult to pinpoint specific shows. Those shows were certainly 
noteworthy in the history of television, but it’s the idea that ushers the drastic change.  
Similarly you could say that the iPhone motivated a drastic change in cell phones, but 
really it’s the notion that someone one day looked at their phone and realized that it 
could be so much more than just something to make phone calls on. 
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Tom Feie: Real World came into MTV as a real game changer for us. So did The 
Osbournes For VH1, “Behind the Music” was one of our successful programs during 
that transition. That’s when we went from distributing pure videos to something that 
could be measured by ratings. The next game changer “The Rock of Loves”, but our 
third wave is most notable with the “Love & Hip Hop” franchise. With this, the 
demographic did change, the other thing is, as much as people love music, people 
aren’t going to want to fully watch music. We will always have our channel 
“Palladia” to represent Viacom as the only property Viacom has that purely 
distributes music videos/programming. As Palladia isn’t rated, most people don’t 
know how poorly it does. Even though everyone loves, people just don’t watch it all 
day long. Music is a hard thing to program from the standpoint that every genre of 
music has an avid rock or avid pop or avid country fan. If you put them all in the same 
room, you’re going to have different tastes and people who want to see something 
completely different. However, we were we were able to expand that with “Behind 
the Music” because it had a little bit more to offer than simply music. Behind the 
Music also covers a range of artists ranging from genres, and as it can be 
programmed in a set block as a show, it’s easier to fit into our schedule. Nowadays, 
we skew towards more urban, more female artists. That’s why you don’t see us doing 
much heavy metal, as it’s very male.  
Question 8: Do you feel like MTV/VH1 mirrored the change in the music business, 
or did it help to create the change?  
This question directly answers Research Question 4: “What drove the decision to 
migrate from music videos to long-form programming?”  
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Jason Olexa: Difficult to say because 1) I don’t have experience in the music business, 
2) those changes really happened before my time here – I was still in college when 
Napster and the whole mp3 thing blew up, and 3) I don’t think it is one thing that 
creates a big change.  It is an idea, then someone with the right resources to act on 
and execute that idea (and how did they get those resources???), then a culture that 
has to embrace that idea (and how was that culture shaped so that they embrace 
that idea???), then others who move it along, and so on and so on. I don’t think it’s a 
butterfly effect, per se, where one thing alters history forever. It’s many different 
things that fall into place at different times that changes the world. That’s the 
complicated, abstract answer.    
Tom Feie: Initially, MTV created the change. Back in 1981, music video culture was a 
huge revolution. However, in today’s environment, people may feel differently on this 
one. We play a huge role in breaking of artists and other types of things music driven. 
It’s important that we are able to break them in and give them the exposure that 
they need. We also break artists differently now; we also expose them by letting 
them do things like the theme song or songs within episodes for shows like “Mob 
Wives” or “Single Ladies”. Sales for music showcased this way has skyrocketed as a 
result so this form of exposure definitely works. Also, VH1 was the first network that 
really promoted Adele; we were showcasing her long before she became this famous. 
You can say that people can get their music off Vevo or YouTube instead as online 
viewing has emerged. However, we can offer artists cross-platform presence both 
linear and online that most competitors can’t. This can be seen in our annual VMA 
awards or new episodes of “Storyteller”’ or “Divas”.  
Tom Feie’s additional comments:  
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- A lot of our successes have come through trial and error. With Love & Hip Hop we 
didn’t know it would become so successful and so highly rated and since then, we 
moved it up to Monday night and created the spin off “Love & Hip Hop Atlanta”. 
Sometimes it takes research and estimates, sometimes it’s luck and other times 
it’s that gut feeling that certain things may/may not work.  
- Whenever we look to rebrand, we look to something different and test the 
market to see where the demand is prior to changing strategies through 
development. The full picture is what the viewer wants but also what the 
advertiser wants.  
- Even though ratings may be good now we can’t relax on that and we constantly 
need to find ways to change it up and be aware of what our competitors are 
doing, especially on Monday night where we air our strongest shows.  
- Look at our main competitor Bravo, they utilized The Real Housewives and 
created a show in every city. The main reason why some spinoffs don’t work goes 
right down to the casting. If casting doesn’t work then the show won’t work. It’s 
important to detect the saturation point of a series like this once that happens.  
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CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION 
5.1 Introduction 
 Research conducted on the evolution of MTV and VH-1 from 1981 to present 
day has utilized both qualitative and quantitative data. Qualitative findings based on 
participant observer interviews will be discussed in correlation with research 
questions. In addition, quantitative findings (ratings information) will be used in 
correlation with discussion of qualitative research performed if need be.  
5.2 Limitations 
 While conducting research for this thesis, several limitations were encountered: 
MTV and VH-1 were analyzed over the course of their entire lifespans, from 1981 to 
the present day. Ratings information provided by SNL Kagan only went as far back as 
1989. It is important to understand trends that occurred during the inception of 
these networks, as the music video was especially prevalent in the 1980’s. This made 
it challenging to see overall ratings trends over time. Another limitation faced was 
access to key industry professionals within the industry. Many professionals within 
the industry are reluctant to be interviewed unless they know you. It was only 
feasible to get two thorough interviews from supervisors at a prior internship by the 
author while at VH-1. Finally, there was limited information on VH-1 from 1985 to 
1990, making it difficult to develop a timeline for VH-1 during this time; this also 
made it challenging to provide a sound literature review on VH1 in its very early 
years.  
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5.3 Discussion 
How have new media technologies contributed to change in financial trends and 
ratings?  
 Both participants in the interview process agree that there are both benefits 
and drawbacks to these changes. The most notable benefit that MTV and VH-1 
gained from new media technologies is that there are more avenues readily available 
for program distribution. A potential drawback is that technology has changed the 
way in which viewers consume media; this puts power in the hands of the viewer. 
Managers have been unable to find ways to monetize new media as successfully as 
they have done with linear distribution; this is something they continue to work on. 
With regard to the way in which the change in technology has impacted ratings, it 
can be argued that the increase in distribution channels has in turn contributed to 
the decline in ratings on traditional platforms. These trends are seen within 
quantitative results. MTV ratings decreased by one third in the three years from 
2006-2009 from an average rating of 0.62 to a 0.40. This decline doesn’t necessarily 
reflect overall decline in viewership on the network, but the increase in viewership 
across non-linear platforms as a result of the technological shift.  
What methodologies are utilized in order to analyze the wants and needs of 
audiences? 
 Both participants in the interview process answered this question. Several 
methods of research are performed to understand viewer interests, what they care 
about, what they like/dislike, as well as their day to day lives/habits. Researchers 
have gone to specific markets and conducted focus groups to gauge what aspects of 
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program content target audiences tend to prefer. Another method is to monitor 
social platforms directly; this gives the network direct input on what viewers like or 
dislike. Overall, ratings are simply able to give the network concrete information, 
displaying whether or not a specific program is doing well against direct competitors. 
How has the audience changed since 1981 with MTV/VH-1? 
 Both participants in the interview process answered this question. In terms of 
the way audiences have changed since 1981, it is believed that they’ve actually 
become easier to reach because there are so many ways to reach them. Audiences 
have become more media savvy and in turn media companies have changed the way 
content is distributed. A prime example of this is with newspapers; subscriptions 
have been on the decline, however, people reading news digitally is on the rise. In 
correlation with this, it can be argued that VH-1/MTV’s attempt to reach audiences 
in a linear manner may prove to be challenging; this trend is proven with regard to 
the decline in music video broadcasting.  
How do MTV/VH-1 professionals pinpoint genres/changing tastes that are 
specifically aimed at this demographic? 
 Both participants in the interview process answered this question. A simple way 
in which MTV/VH-1 have been able to pinpoint changing tastes has been through 
social media. If audiences are following a network or program on Facebook or 
Twitter, it’s actually easier to connect with them. Seeing how audiences interact in 
an honest, candid setting is extremely helpful. However, in this day and age, 
audiences are bombarded with choice: each fall, audiences are exposed to a wide 
range of new shows by NBC, CBS, FOX and ABC. Additionally, YouTube, Google, 
Netflix & Hulu have begun to create original programming. In this respect, it is 
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important for the programming department to stay on top of competitor news and 
ratings. This, in addition to in-house research, helps MTV/VH-1 to analyze changing 
tastes in genre and content.  
Who does MTV/VH-1 perceive to be their competitors? How do they react to 
competition? 
 Both participants in the interview process answered this question. As programs 
become established, their performance almost becomes predictable/easy to 
estimate. It is established that VH-1 does extremely well on Monday night and 
placing their strongest programming on this night during primetime has worked well 
for the network. MTV/VH-1 would consider their main competitors to be E!, Bravo, 
USA Network & The CW Network. Individual shows from traditional broadcast 
networks also prove to be leading competitors: “Opening Act”, “The Voice” & 
“X-Factor” do particularly well as music oriented shows which attract similar 
audiences to the likes of “Basketball Wives”, “Love & Hip Hop Atlanta” or “Single 
Ladies”. In terms of how MTV/VH-1 react to their competition, they tend to air their 
weaker shows on nights where their audiences flock to other networks while placing 
established, highly rated shows on nights where they have continuously done well.  
What does the future hold for MTV and VH-1? What’s the next stage in the 
evolution? 
 Both participants in the interview process answered this question. With 
additional platforms come the potential for additional revenue streams. Whenever 
MTV/VH-1 look to rebrand, they look to something different and test the market to 
see where the demand is, prior to changing strategies through development. 
MTV/VH-1 identify what the viewer wants but also what the advertiser wants. In 
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terms of what’s next, MTV/VH-1 linear ratings continue to decline while digital 
consumption is on a continual rise. They are trying to find ways to monetize 
nonlinear audiences, as the majority of their ad dollars come from linear ad sales and 
cable subscription fees. In terms of development, MTV/VH-1 executives appear to be 
aware of what works, and don’t see a reason to drastically rebrand or change their 
program content in the foreseeable future.  
What are the stages of program development for MTV/VH-1? 
 Both participants in the interview process answered this question. With regard 
to MTV/VH-1’s transition from music video to long-form programming, shows like 
‘Real World’ and ‘The Osbournes’ proved to be game changers for MTV. The 
development and success of these shows further inspired the network to create 
more shows similar in genre. Similarly, ‘Behind the Music’ was an initial success for 
VH1 that bridged that gap between pure music videos to something that could be 
measured by ratings.  
What drove the decision to migrate from music videos to long-form programming? 
 Both participants in the interview process answered this question. A change in 
music video culture influenced the way in which music was promoted. In 1981, music 
videos were a huge revolution garnering widespread attention and buzz on linear 
platforms. It can be argued that artists still use linear platforms to promote their 
music. However, this is done quite differently today. An example of this is when an 
artist is showcased on a long-form program like ‘Mob Wives’ or ‘Single Ladies’ 
whether it occurs within a theme song or at some point during an episode. Another 
outlet for artists that still garners attention on television is the ‘Video Music Awards’, 
‘MTV Music Awards’ and shows like ‘Divas’ or ‘Storytellers’. In addition, ratings 
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began to dip drastically in 1999, eventually picking up between 2001-2002 at both 
MTV and VH1. It was within this timeframe that MTV introduced ‘Real World’, which 
became a widespread phenomenon eventually attracting 3.5 million viewers in 
2002.71 At times like these, both MTV and VH1 reaped the benefits of increased 
ratings by introducing long-form programming on large scale. This in turn influenced 
the migration from music video to long-form programming thereon out.  
                                                          
71 http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2014-03-13/how-mtv-revitalized-the-real-world - How MTV 
Revitalized The Real World | By: Kurt Soller, March 13 2014 
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION     
6.1 Conclusion 
 In conclusion, the evolution of MTV/VH1 from 1981 to present was unlike any 
other network. Having had to rebrand, change strategy and program shows 
according to new, fast changing trends was a challenge MTV and VH-1 management 
has constantly tried to overcome and continue to do so today. It is evident that the 
online presence of music video grew exponentially with the emergence of digital 
platforms such as YouTube in the early 2000’s, followed by VEVO in 2009; this in turn 
lead to the eventual decline of music video viewing on television. However, despite 
the fact that reality TV viewing has been on the rise at both MTV/VH1, both 
networks have seen a steady decline in recent years, almost reaching all time lows 
since their early years of struggle. It can be argued that viewers as a whole are 
beginning to turn to viewing content digitally, thereby explaining this steady decline 
in linear viewing. As MTV/VH1 head into the future, they will constantly need to find 
ways to keep viewers engaged; eventual change within the networks in terms of 
content, program strategy and distribution is inevitable.   
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 APPENDIX: 
Participant Observer interview: 
 
How do you feel like new technologies have changed viewing habits? Has it been 
positive/negative for the company so far?  
 
Describe the ways in which you manage to stay updated and in the know about what 
your target demographic wants?   
 
How helpful has your research been in finding good shows in shaping the brand 
today? 
 
Have audiences become harder to reach? Have they changed?  
 
How do you monitor competitors and how do their programming/promotional 
strategies affect the decisions you make in moving forward?  
 
How have revenue streams changed and where do you see this going?  
 
More specifically, do you feel like the birth of hit shows like ‘Real World’ or ‘Jersey 
Shore’ has made a turning point in programming for the network?  
 
Do you feel like the music industry changed as a result of MTV/VH1’s shift from 
music television to reality programming?  
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Participant Observer Interview 1: 
Jason Olexa: Senior Manager, Program Planning at VH1 Networks 
How do you feel like new technologies have changed viewing habits? Has it been 
positive/negative for the company so far? 
New technology allows viewers to watch 1) when they want (DVRs, On-Demand) and 
2) where they want (online viewing, smart phones, and tablets). They’re still 
consuming content, only now it is in different ways.   
There are both positives and negatives. It changes the TV business model, however 
there are new opportunities that are coming out of those changes. If media 
companies etc identify and embrace these changes in viewing habits due to 
emerging technologies, they can benefit. If they are reluctant to change the way that 
they do business, it will suffer.  
 
Describe the ways in which you manage to stay updated in the know about what 
your target demographic wants? 
We do quite a bit of audience research to identify who our audience is, what they 
want to watch, and how to reach them. It is important to understand their interests, 
what they care about, what they like/dislike, as well as their day to day lives (how 
they work, use their free time, spend their money, socialize, etc).    
How helpful has your research been in finding good shows in shaping the brand 
today? 
Extremely helpful. You can’t create a brand or identity in a vacuum.      
Have audiences become harder to reach? Have they changed?  
In a way, they’ve become easier to reach because there are so many ways to reach 
them. Audiences have certainly become more fragmented, but by understanding 
and embracing the multitude of platforms and mediums, media companies can 
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reach audiences though a number of different avenues. In the same way, even 
though they’ve changed in the way they consume media, media has changed in the 
way it is distributed. Newspaper subscriptions may be on the decline, for example, 
however, people consuming news digitally is going up, so if you want to reach an 
audience, but only use the traditional methods, it would be more difficult, but if you 
use your traditional method, but also use new methods (ie new technology) it might 
be easier.  
How do you monitor competitors and how do their programming/promotional 
strategies affect the decisions you make in moving forward?  
Tracking competition is critically important for any business. It’s simple to know what 
one’s competition is doing, it’s just a matter of how one chooses to react to it.   
 
How have revenue streams changed and where do you see this going?  
With additional platforms comes the potential for additional revenue streams. Think 
of it as a pipe delivering water to your house. If you have one pipe delivering massive 
amounts of water, that’s great. But what if you were able to add more pipes to your 
house? You would be able to get more water into your house, right? And that would 
be a good thing.   
More specifically, do you feel like the birth of hit shows like “Real World” and 
“Jersey Shore” has helped motivate a drastic change in program content for the 
network?  
It’s difficult to pinpoint specific shows. Those shows were certainly noteworthy in 
the history of television, but it’s the idea that ushers the drastic change. Similarly you 
could say that the iPhone motivated a drastic change in cell phones, but really it’s 
the notion that someone one day looked at their phone and realized that it could be 
so much more than just something to make phone calls on.   
Do you feel like MTV/VH-1 mirrored the change in the music business, or did it 
help to create the change?  
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Difficult to say because 1) I don’t have experience in the music business, 2) those 
changes really happened before my time here – I was still in college when napster 
and the whole mp3 thing blew up, and 3) I don’t think it is one thing that creates a 
big change. It is an idea, then someone with the right resources to act on and 
execute that idea (and how did they get those resources???), then a culture that has 
to embrace that idea (and how was that culture shaped so that they embrace that 
idea???), then others who move it along, and so on and so on. I don’t think it’s a 
butterfly effect, per se, where one thing alters history forever.  It’s many different 
things that fall into place at different times that changes the world.  That’s the 
complicated, abstract answer.    
 
Participant Observer interview 2: 
Tom Feie: VP, Program Planning at VH1 Networks.  
How do you feel like new technologies have changed viewing habits? Has it been 
positive/negative for the company so far? 
It’s been positive in the sense that there are more avenues for our programs to be 
distributed. A main way in which viewing has changed is how people watch shows 
where they want and when they want to. However, it’s negative because most of the 
revenue we make still comes from linear television viewing. As managers, we are still 
in the process of finding ways to monetize new distribution platforms more 
efficiently.  
Describe the ways in which you manage to stay updated in the know about what 
your target demographic wants?   
A great way to stay in the know is all the Social Platforms so you get input from your 
viewer about what they like/what they dislike about you. Of course, some comments 
from individuals are negative but that’s the way you kind of know if you’re doing 
something right or wrong. Also, if you have a good franchise that people like; the 
ratings across all platforms are generally positive. The numbers show on Nielsen for 
Linear content as well as on Sales for DTO. The amount of views you’re getting on 
TOD and vh1.com, all those kind of add up- then you know you’re doing it right. Also 
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if you don’t see those numbers then you know you’re not doing it right. Each 
platform has its own ‘measurement’. But usually, if something is working on Linear, 
it’s usually working across the board. Every once in a while there may be a quirkier 
show that may do better online than on linear.  
How helpful has your research been in finding good shows in shaping the brand 
today? 
(N/A) for his position.  
Have audiences become harder to reach? Have they changed?  
If audiences are following you on Facebook/Twitter it’s actually easier to connect 
with them. On the other hand, there are so many messages because there are so 
many outlets for entertainment. Not only are you talking competition in the TV 
World, you’re also talking about all entertainment in the world. So whether they’re 
downloading a movie or going to a concert/event you’re looking at all of that too. If 
you look at television alone, you realize that it’s a very crowded marketplace with all 
the channels that are competing. Even in the standpoint of this department, you 
have three channels being managed. Sometimes we’re in sync, sometimes we’re not. 
There are a lot of messages that are happening all at once. As Fall comes up, you get 
bombarded by buzz on shows coming soon to NBC, CBS, FOX, ABC as well as all 
competing cable networks. Then on top of that, PBS, local stations as well as 
YouTube, Google, Hulu and Netflix have started doing their own originals. 
Consumers are almost bombarded with such a variety of choice. A lot of people can’t 
find what they’re looking for. Despite this, people still stick to what they know and 
like. Without fail, Big Bang Theory is always in the top 10 for primetime ratings so no 
matter how much content you throw at audiences, if it doesn’t sink in then it doesn’t 
work, which can be a bit of a challenge to find a way to stand out above the rest.  
How do you monitor competitors and how do their programming/promotional 
strategies affect the decisions you make in moving forward?  
Unless it’s a brand new show that’s getting a ton of buzz, competing programs 
almost become predictable. It’s easy to monitor trends and tactics competing 
networks use for their programs- when it comes to scheduling their strong nights etc. 
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When it comes to new programming we can also analyze it may or may not be a hit. 
An example was Opening Act by E! This was a music show and we know that music is 
hard to program. The show tanked as a result. We know from experience that music 
is very hard to program. On the other hand, there are exceptions to the rule such as 
American Idol, The Voice and X-Factor. The reason why those work so well is because 
they are competition shows and those usually do better than music shows, especially 
as they are broadcasted by networks that have more money behind them. By 
knowing when strong programs air, we can decide when’s best to air our shows. It’s 
pretty much established that we do extremely well on a Monday night. Sticking to 
this for now has worked well for us.  
How have revenue streams changed and where do you see this going?  
Revenue streams: our revenue usually comes two-fold from linear. 1.)- Advertising 
Sales and 2.)- Subscription providers. Subscription fees from subscribers are typically 
a higher percentage than sales. Broadcasters are different in that they rely on 
retransmission consent. Cable on the other hand has always been built on 
subscriptions and has been paid per subscriber. The channel that probably gets the 
highest revenue from this is ESPN. The Viacom networks would typically negotiate 
with providers from anywhere between 3-8 years. VH1 has always been dual 
revenue dependant. As subscription fees go up, the costs gets trickled down to the 
consumer, which can then discourage subscribers from watching TV in the tradition 
way. This pushes revenue for linear content lower as subscribers begin to view 
content online, which is less profitable for cable networks. As more platforms 
become available to viewers, this becomes inevitable.  
More specifically, do you feel like the birth of hit shows like “Real World” and 
“Jersey Shore” has helped motivate a drastic change in program content for the 
network?  
Real World came into MTV as a real game changer for us. So did “The Osbournes”. 
For VH-1, “Behind the Music” was one of our successful programs during that 
transition. That’s when we went from distributing pure videos to something that 
could be measured by ratings. The next game changer “The Rock of Loves”, but our 
third wave is most notable with the Love & Hip Hop franchise. With this, the 
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demographic did change, the other thing is, as much as people love music, people 
aren’t going to want to fully watch music. We will always have our channel Palladia 
to represent Viacom as the only property Viacom has that purely distributes music 
videos/programming. As Palladia isn’t rated, most people don’t know how poorly it 
does. Even though everyone loves, people just don’t watch it all day long. Music is a 
hard thing to program from the standpoint that every genre of music has an avid 
rock or avid pop or avid country fan. If you put them all in the same room, you’re 
going to have different tastes and people who want to see something completely 
different. However, we were we were able to expand that with “Behind the Music” 
because it had a little bit more to offer than simply music. Behind the Music also 
covers a range of artists ranging from genres, and as it can be programmed in a set 
block as a show, it’s easier to fit into our schedule. Nowadays, we skew towards 
more urban, more female artists. That’s why you don’t see us doing much heavy 
metal as it’s very male.  
Do you feel like MTV/VH-1 mirrored the change in the music business, or did it 
help to create the change?  
Initially, MTV created the change. Back in 1981, music video culture was a huge 
revolution. However, in today’s environment, people may feel differently on this one. 
We play a huge role in breaking of artists and other types of things music driven. It’s 
important that we are able to break them in and give them the exposure that they 
need. We also break artists differently now, we also expose them by letting them do 
things like the theme song or songs within episodes for shows like “Mob Wives” or 
“Single Ladies”. Sales for music showcased this way has skyrocketed as a result so 
this form of exposure definitely works. Also, VH-1 was the first network that really 
promoted Adele we were showcasing her long before she became this famous. You 
can say that people can get their music off Vevo or YouTube instead as online viewing 
has emerged. However, we can offer artists cross-platform presence both linear and 
online that most competitors can’t. This can be seen in our annual VMA awards or 
new episodes of Storytellers or Divas.  
Additional Notes: 
- A lot of our successes have come through trial and error. With Love & Hip Hop we 
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didn’t know it would become so successful and so highly rated and since then, we 
moved it up to Monday night and created the spin off Love & Hip Hop Atlanta. 
Sometimes it takes research and estimates, sometimes it’s luck and other times 
it’s that gut feeling that certain things may/may not work.  
- Whenever we look to rebrand, we look to something different and test the 
market to see where the demand is prior to changing strategies through 
development. The full picture is what the viewer wants but also what the 
advertiser wants.  
- Even though ratings may be good now we can’t relax on that and we constantly 
need to find ways to change it up and be aware of what our competitors are 
doing, especially on Monday night where we air our strongest shows.  
- Look at our main competitor Bravo, they utilized The Real Housewives and 
created a show in every city. The main reason why some spinoffs don’t work goes 
right down to the casting. If casting doesn’t work then the show won’t work. It’s 
important to detect the saturation point of a series like this once that happens.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
